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About Eureka!  
 
Eureka! The National Children’s Museum is a celebration of childhood, a place designed especially for children (from 
birth to 11) and their families and carers, in which to play, discover and learn together about the world, about 
themselves and about others.  
 
Play is at the heart of the visitor experience and is the key factor which differentiates Eureka! from a science centre, 
traditional museum or school. Through physical interaction (with things both real and imaginary!) in our galleries, 
interactive spaces and outdoor playscape, children make new discoveries and achieve small personal triumphs. This 
learning style cuts across social demographics, cultural differences and a spectrum of special educational needs, 
providing children with a place where they feel they belong and can explore the world at their own pace. 
 
In almost 19 years we have welcomed over 5 million visitors and continue to average 250,000 a year (of which c. 
35,000 attend on school visits).  99% of visitors would recommend Eureka! to a friend and 95% would visit again 
(independent visitor survey, summer 2009).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
Our site-based activities are supplemented with an extensive outreach programme which takes the Eureka! experience 
out to children and families across the region. Thus for example, ‘Mission: Active Future’, a travelling exhibition 
promoting healthy living for children, is currently touring inner city and rural areas to reach disadvantaged communities 
who might not otherwise access Eureka!. 
 
Over the years, Eureka!’s success in creating 
stimulating, enriching environments for 
children and their carers has been 
recognised by 15 awards. These include, for 
example, the Museum and Heritage Awards 
for Excellence, the Tommy Parent-Friendly 
Museum Campaign and, most recently, the 
Educational Visit/Early Years Project of the 
Year.  
 
Eureka! is a registered educational charity 
with no direct government funding. We rely 
on admission fees, funding bids, commercial 
activities and sponsors to maintain the high 
standard of exhibits and workshops in the 
museum and to support our development 
plans to ensure Eureka! is an inspiring place 
for the next generation of children. 

 
 

Rationale for the Programme 
 
Many families with disabled children struggle to access theatre, arts, museums and leisure facilities within their local 
communities. This is due to a number of reasons:  
 

• lack of accessible venues 
• lack of accessible transport 
• high costs 
• stress on families to be able to just get out of the door 
• fear of discrimination and prejudices when arriving at a venue; including staff and general public 
• awareness of attitudes of public especially around children with behavioural difficulties 
• general low self esteem of families and feelings of isolation 



 
A survey conducted by Contact a Family, a charity providing advice, information and support to the parents of all 
disabled children, found that a large number of parents are apprehensive about taking their disabled children on days 
out because of the challenges and difficulties they face.   
 
Of the 1,085 parents of disabled children interviewed; 
 

• 73% felt daunted by long queues 
• 68% said that they were put off by being made to feel uncomfortable; 
• 55% had to travel out of their local area to find suitable facilities 
• 46% faced budget restrictions 
• 24% lacked the transport to get there 

 
A Break to Play seeks to make Eureka! a place where families feel comfortable, where families have the opportunity to 
meet other families, can access trained and friendly staff who make them feel at ease.  This enables the family to have 
quality time together enjoying a real, exciting and stimulating learning experience for all members of the group.  This 
provision will support the emotional health of parents and carers whilst providing a stimulating opportunity for the 
children.   

 
 

What did we deliver? 
 

Break to Play is a programme for families who have a child with 
Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) to experience play based 
activities at Eureka! The National Children’s Museum.  

The programme provides a safe and welcoming environment 
within Eureka! for children with ASD and their parents, carers and 
siblings, in what would otherwise be a challenging environment 
for these families.  

The Break to Play sessions offer families the chance to play 
together with additional support from the Eureka! team, creating 
a positive experience and an opportunity to access support and 
friendship through a resident ASD professional and peer group 
networking. 

The first Break to Play programme took place on Saturday 
mornings providing participating families with their own 
dedicated space in Eureka! to enjoy activities and experiences 
that were tailored to the needs of their family.   

Each week, a new theme offered a variety of exciting activities, 
developed from expertly designed Eureka! play-based learning 
activities.   

The programme lasted six weeks and was delivered in two streams.  The first stream catered for children under five and 
the second for children between five and eight.   

In total Break to Play worked with 11 families offering over 240 hours of support during the programme. 

 

 



How did we do? 
Break to Play achieved several positive outcomes for a variety of stakeholders.  The following outcomes were recorded 
by the Eureka! Break to Play Co-ordinator and demonstrate the impact the programme made during the twelve week 
delivery period. 
 

ASD Child 

• A positive educational experience. 

All of the children participated in at least one activity each week. In some cases the children achieved things 
their parents had not thought possible. Activities such as hula hoping or painting were completely inaccessible 
to some children prior to Break to Play. 

All of the children engaged with some of the exhibits in the galleries, and anecdotal evidence from parents and 
carers suggests that prior to Break to Play children would have run between activities or become over focused 
on a small part of an exhibit, and by the end of the programme this had vastly reduced. 

• Increased confidence and self esteem.  

All of the children grew in confidence and self-esteem. Throughout the programme, in both streams, “autistic“ 
behaviours became less apparent; sensory issues were overcome and the children contributed well to circle 
times. Children also became confident enough to ask the staff for help rather than just their parents and always 
tried new things – even if they did add their own twist to them. 

• Improved fine motor skills 

ASD children often have dyspraxic tendencies so the 
physical activities were perfect for working on gross 
motor skills.  Art activities and small games were good 
for their fine motor skills. Any work on these areas can 
help train the child in a fun way to become more able 
to hold a pen correctly for example.  

• Promotion of play in a safe and structured environment 
that is tailored towards their specific needs.  

The structure, advance notice of any changes and 
time-table, themed weeks, use of games/activities that 
tied in with some of their special interests, provision of 
fidget toys, timers, wrist straps and ear defenders, 
circle time with a focus on learning social skills in a fun 
way, messy art and play sessions all provided the 
children with confidence and self-esteem/CAN DO 
social model of disability. 

• Improved behaviour in key social and life skills, for 
example turn-taking, sharing and negotiating with 
others.  

All of the children developed in these areas.  Break to 
Play programme techniques included:  

- Magic Wand talking object (only the person holding the wand had the power to speak); passing the 
wand around the circle;  

- Passing a ball to a named person in the circle for their turn to feedback – this was also good for getting 
the children to recognise other people and look at their features and position in the circle as well as 
gross motor skills;  

- Picking the next person’s name out of a hat to prevent conflict and encourage turn taking 



- Leaving the theatre in a line and negotiating about who would be first;  

- Making sure children were patient in advance of lunch.  In Stream 2 the Break to Play Co-ordinator 
made the decision to have a picnic style lunch, which became an event the group shared.  This helped 
to develop links between the families and helped to give structure to meal times with the children. 

 

The whole family unit 

• Increased family engagement with cultural organisations 

Most of the families involved in Break to Play feel more confident in planning a return visit to the museum and 
several families have already visited independently.  This format will roll over into our future provision and we 
hope to share our experiences as best practice with other cultural organisations 

• Increased confidence and self esteem. 

Most of the families achieved this. Families with younger children seemed more open to suggestions and 
learning new techniques. Two families purchased sand timers and use them for counting down time when 
speaking about a special interest, time out, etc, as demonstrated at Break to Play.  Importantly, the parents and 
carers valued the support from each other. 

 

Parents / carers 

• Development of new skills and understanding of playful 
techniques. 

The majority of the parents reported that they were really 
happy with the activities, and especially happy that activities 
were based on accessible, simple ideas they could 
understand, take away and use.  Packs containing simple 
toolkits were provided for families to take away, and parents 
reported that this was a particularly useful element of the 
programme, helping them to continue using playful 
techniques at home. 

• Increased knowledge and confidence in supporting an ASD 
child. 

Most parents achieved this through taking part in the 
activities, and through ideas shared by the Break to Play 
team and other parents.  The take home packs were valued 
by all of the families. 

• Provide time to spend with their other child (ren) allowing 
siblings to have quality experiences with their parents. 

Some weeks both parents did not attend and the sibling 
wasn’t able to have 1:1 time. This was put down to the 
demands of family life, and some parents took the 
opportunity to do the shopping or take a break themselves, 
whilst the other parent or carer attended Break to Play with 
the children.    

• Reduce feelings of isolation and increase opportunities for sharing knowledge and ideas with families in similar 
situations to themselves. 

The register with contact details was sent out to all participants and we anticipate many of the families will keep 
in touch, offering an informal support network.  This is not something that will be monitored from this particular 
programme but will build into evaluation for future delivery. 



• Participation in shaping the provision of future services within Calderdale  

Many of the families reported that they were more confident in identifying the needs of their child. Several 
families said they would participate in another group like this and would help to deliver similar projects in the 
future. 

Siblings 

• Increased confidence and self esteem. 

Most of the siblings grew in confidence and 
independence. This could have been 
improved if all parents had attended every 
week. Some of the families became too 
reliant on the Break to Play team to help with 
childcare which is something we worked to 
discourage and will review if offering this 
programme again in the future. 

Take home packs were provided for the 
group using information from Sibs 
(www.sibs.org.uk), the organisation that 
supports siblings who are growing up with or 
who have grown up with a brother or sister 
with any disability, long term chronic illness, 
or life limiting condition. 

• To reduce feelings of isolation by socialising with siblings of other ASD children and to share knowledge or 
ideas around coping strategies. 

The age and gender balance seemed to impact on the success of this outcome to some degree.  Ideally Break 
to Play would have been able to work with siblings in a similar age group.  However, this would have been 
difficult as part of this programme as the sessions were structured according to the age of the child with ASD, 
meaning the sibling age range could be quite varied. 

• Allowing siblings time to be themselves, rather than the “sibling of x with autism”. 

This outcome was achieved, and felt true for all members of the family, giving each family member an identity 
rather than being defined by their child or sibling.  One family commented  

“We all really enjoyed ourselves on Saturday, it was really good to meet other parents & chat with people who 
are in the same position as you, plus have a safe environment in which both our children can play” 

 
 

Eureka!  

•  Staff will develop their professional understanding of ASD and disability 

All staff involved with Break to Play underwent training in order to equip them for the programme and to provide 
a greater understanding of ASD and disability as a whole.  More training is needed to bring about 
organisational wide change, and Eureka! will build on the success of Break to Play to identify future training 
needs. 

Staff receiving the training were each asked to plan an activity for one of the sessions during the second stream 
of the programme allowing them to use their training and to put into practice the skills learnt.  Through activities 
like this the Enablers formed a strong part of the team and developed real ownership of Break to Play.  

• Eureka! will become more accessible to families with a child with ASD 

One of the practical outcomes of Break to Play has been the development of the sensory map which highlights 
areas that could present an issue for children with ASD – for example areas with particularly high noise levels or 
where there may be high volumes of visitors during specific periods. The map will be designed professionally 



and will be downloadable from the Eureka! website to enable families to plan their visitor prior to arriving on 
site.  

• Eureka! staff feel more able to challenge prejudices 
and misconceptions of other visitors around autism 
and disability in an informed manner. 

Those that have had training are more confident to 
tackle these issues when they arise, however further 
training is needed to build awareness across the 
organisation. 

• Eureka! staff will be more able to assist children 
displaying challenging behaviours in a confident 
and supportive way. 

Staff working on Break to Play were able to assist 
children effectively and learned new techniques to 
help them cope with challenging behaviour.  Once 
additional training has been delivered future rotas 
will be organised to ensure a trained staff member 
is present in the museum at all times. 

• Build strong partnerships with other organisations 
within Calderdale 

Through the Break to Play programme, partnerships 
have been developed with The National Autistic 
Society, The Calderdale Parent and Carers Council, 
The Parent Partnership Service, The NHS Child 
Development Unit and The NHS Child and 
Adolescent Mental Health Services.  

 

The wider disabled / autistic community 

• To promote a positive image of autism and celebrate the abilities of this group of children. 

The programme has allowed Eureka! to promote a positive image not only of the programme but of the group 
we have been working with.  Break to Play has given the Eureka! staff the opportunity to develop their 
understanding of ASD and we hope to work this into our everyday operation in the future, supported by further 
training. 

 

What the families said 
“Meeting the other families and hearing of their experience with ASD has been hugely useful to us as a family. It was 
very useful that the sessions were as structured or as unstructured as required. On some weeks, our son simply wanted 
to use the opportunity to run – and we could allow him to do that safely. On other weeks, he was happy to be directed to 
play with specific items and we enjoyed allowing him the freedom to dictate what he wanted to do.” 
 

“We would express our thanks to Mandy and all of the team for all their hard work in making this possible and ensuring 
that we got so much out of these sessions. Each week was different and fun.” 

 “I think this is a worthwhile project that should be expanded to help other families. “ 

 “It has been a very enjoyable experience and nice to meet families in the same situation, and people who are 
sympathetic towards the issues we have with Alex.” 

 “Really well organised and all the staff been so caring and kind to us.” 



 “I think it would be good to try and co-ordinate this along with the Early Bird sessions as we have found this very useful 
attending both together.” 

 “We learnt that we were able to participate in a group activity; actively involving our son and that we could do that very 
enjoyably as a family. This was an entirely new experience for us as previously we would often either not include our son 
or we would have to do things separately. We really enjoyed doing something collectively as a family and I think Eureka 
was the perfect place for this project.” 

 

What could we do differently? 
As part of Eureka!’s review of the success of Break to Play staff involved in the programme were asked to feed back on 
what things might be added or changed if Eureka! were to run Break to Play in the future. Some of the suggestions are 
listed below. 

• Develop a Break to Play for Key 
Stage 2 aged children with ASD 
as several of this group had 
been turned away and could 
benefit from the programme.  

• Work with other local authorities 
to deliver Break to Play beyond 
the borders of Calderdale 

• Twilight sessions could help to 
attract a different audience 

• Have guest speakers from local 
services – devote the last ½ 
hour to info/parent support 
whilst the team do activities with 
the children, such as a story. 
This would have to be at the 
back end of the programme to 
ensure the relationships 
between the Break to Play team 
and children were established 

• Make the programme 4 weeks duration as six weeks may have been too long for families to commit to. 

• Meet parents prior to the programme – spelling out exactly what to expect from a Break to Play. We would also 
ask them to clearly state what their expectations are setting a good foundation for the programme. 

• Prepare a handbook – stating what skills are being “taught” and how and why this will be done.  Some families 
may not understand the value of play and the learning that takes place as a result of it.  Spelling this out more 
clearly may improve understanding of the aims of specific activities. 

• Set each child a target with their parents to focus on a specific behaviour. 

• Open up to other disabilities but group according to age/cognitive ability/developmental age/type of condition 

• A group specifically for siblings 

 

What will we do in the future? 
Break to Play has been an excellent way of developing Eureka!’s understanding of the world of disability.  As an 
organisation our vision is to bring extraordinary opportunities for creative play and learning to all children, so engaging 
with children with disabilities is a key element for our agenda now and moving forward. 



Through experiences with Break to Play we have developed strong networks in Calderdale which can be built on in the 
future.  Collaborations with organisations such as The Calderdale Parent and Carers Council and the National Autistic 
Society will allow this agenda to grow and develop.   

The aspiration for the programme is to work with other local authorities delivering to groups beyond Calderdale and we 
hope to make strong links with South Yorkshire in particular who have expressed an interest in working with Eureka! in 
the future through their short breaks agenda. 

Eureka! is also about to embark on a three 
year programme working with families with 
children with disabilities across Yorkshire and 
beyond.  The Helping Hands programme will 
be funded by The Esmée Fairbairn 
Foundation and will provide additional 
training around disability for all Eureka! staff.  
The programme will include a Saturday 
morning group which will be based on the 
Break to Play format.  In addition to this the 
programme will provide supported visits for 
families who might need an extra pair of 
hands in the museum.  We will also develop 
an ambassador scheme; this will be a group 
of Eureka! advocates made up of children 
with disabilities, siblings and parents and 
carers.  This group will work with Eureka! to 
offer advice on new developments, 
programmes and site improvements 
ensuring that everything Eureka! delivers is 
inclusive and accessible. 

 
Supporting Evidence 
 

Example of Take Home Pack 
 

A BREAK TO PLAY - IDEAS TO TRY AT HOME 

Family Tree 

Put a small tree branch in a pot – maybe one that you could decorate yourselves. Anchor the branch with sand, soil, or 
similar material. 

Let each person in the family have one of the branches. Fasten a photograph of each person to his or her branch. Let 
that person decorate their branch. They could use favourite things, things of their favourite colour, pictures, etc. 

 

Sibling’s tip 

Taken from the sibs website. Sibs is a national charity offering advice and ideas around supporting siblings, 

www.sibs.org.uk 

Know about your sibling child’s life 

Knowing all the small details about another person plays a very big part in maintaining a strong relationship. This is 
particularly so with children. How well do you know what is happening in the life of your sibling child, on a day-to-day 
basis? If might be that sometimes things are so hectic that it's hard to keep in touch with everyone in the family. If that is 



the case see if you can spend some time this coming week, getting to know more about your child's current world. Some 
things you'll know well, others less so perhaps. 

Learn all about these 

• Their friends they most like to be with 
• Their favourite music/group 
• Their favourite relative 
• Their favourite food 
• The best holiday they ever had 
• What are they most afraid of? 
• What are they most excited about? 
• What are all the things they did yesterday (in lots of detail)? 
• What is the most important thing coming up in their lives now? 
• What do they really love doing at school? 
• What is their favourite song? 
• What wishes and dreams do they have for the future? 
• What is one of their favourite things to do after school/at the weekend? 
• What is one of the things they most like doing with you? 
• What do they most like doing with their brother or sister? 
• What is their favourite book/film? 
• What concerns do they have at present? 
• What do they like to get help with from you? 
• What is their favourite animal/colour/toy 

Useful info. From Leeds ABC Group’s newsletter 

 

Off We Go! Launches iPhone/iPad Apps for Children with Special Needs 

 The Off We Go series of books have been created by Avril Webster.  She is a mother of three children.  Her oldest son, 
Stephen has a rare developmental brain disorder; some of the features of this disorder are similar to autism.  She 
designed the Off We Go! range of books to help support her son’s communication needs.  Off We Go! books prepare 
children for everyday experiences and improve language and social skills. They have proven to be of benefit for children 
with special needs including autism, as well as any young child. The Off We Go! series support kids to partake in 
activities that they might otherwise find overwhelming, decrease parent stress levels, while at the same time provide a 
valuable learning tool. 

The stories, ‘Going on a Plane’ and ‘Going to the Dentist’ are available as iPhone/iPad Apps. The Apps add new features 
to the books including; narration in English and Spanish (you can even record your own narration) and the ability to 
colour in the pictures yourself. The iPad versions include sounds and animation, making the preparation more fun and 
interactive. From what they have seen with their son Stephen who has special needs, the iPhone and iPad touch screen 
technology is going to revolutionise how children with special needs access learning and entertainment.   

For further information on stockists contact: 

Avril Webster, Off We Go!, 74 Salmon Weir, Annacotty,  Limerick, Ireland   

avril@offwego.ie  www.offwego.ie  Tel: 00353-61-332682  

 

The PAWS (Parents Autism Workshops and Support) 

These workshops are aimed at parents of children, aged 3-16 years with a clinical diagnosis of autism in order to 
explore the potential benefits that a pet dog may have for their families. The one day workshops will be held over a 
series of three days and participants will be expected to attend all three workshops. Workshops provide an overview into 
how a pet dog may help families and cover a range of topics from selecting the right dog for the child and family to 
practical ways in which the dog can help the child’s development. Following the workshops, the PAWS team offers 
ongoing support for all families enrolled. The workshops are run by Child Development and Dog Training & Welfare 
Project Workers. 



07 Dec 2010, 11 Jan 2011, 08 Feb 2011  
Dogs Trust Rehoming Centre, York Road, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS15 4NL 
Duration: 10.00 am - 3.30 pm 
Costs: £50 payable at Workshop 1 
Refreshments, lunch, resources and aftercare support are included in the fee. 

Tel: 01295 759836 
Email: PAWS@dogsforthedisabled.org  
www.dogsforthedisabled.org  

 

Christmas Autism Resources 

Keeping Christmas Fun is a National Autistic Society video about how a family who have a young son with autism help 
their son to cope with the festive season.  This is a positive, five minute short film and it’s worth a look.   

For further details visit, www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rg1fNXtBI84.  The National Autistic Society website also has some 
pages with tips for Christmas.  



Break to Play Creative Activity Plan 
Below is a brief overview of some of the activities used against the various themes.   

Week & Theme Gallery Visit Activities and Take Home Resources 

1 – Getting to know 
you 

N/A • Family Tree leaves 

• Badge making 

• Tree trunk collage 
Take Home 

• TES family tree 

• Info from ABC newsletter re: ASD training 

• Getting to know the child’s sibling – from Sibs 

2 – Move it! Visit to the Garage 

Free play 

• Wacky races challenge 

• Puzzles and vehicles to play with 

• Cardboard box vehicle 

• Tire printing 

• Siblings activity? 
Take Home 

• TES transport shape pics 

• Info re: DLA and Carers Allowance 

• Sibs play ideas for sib and disabled child 

3 – Busy Bodies 

 

Visit to Me & My 
Body 

Enablers to lead 
families to find and 
play with exhibits 
linked to picture 
clues of a face  - 
mouth, nose, ear, 
eye 

• movement circuit of physical and playful games 

• Train set ? wean child off this 

• Guess what’s in the bucket? 

• Footprints and handprints (use Wellingtons if needed) 

• Create face 

• Siblings to make a body that moves using butterfly clips 
Take Home 

• Info about education / statements 

• Siblings feelings sheets 

• Blank faces worksheet 

4 – Magic garden Visit to Sound 
Garden 

Free play 

• Den making using cloth, pegs etc 

• Tunnel & train set 

• Magic maize flowers 

• Light box with flower shapes to create 

• Look at real flowers 

• Colour in farm scene 

5 – Play & 
Discover 

Visit to Desert 
Discovery 

Free play 

• Light and shadow activities to experience 

• Sand art 

• Siblings to create shadow puppets 

6 - Carnival N/A • Dance routine to music – follow the leader  

• Play with musical instruments 

• Make a carnival instrument and costume 

• Siblings activity to complement 

 



E-mail from the Simcox Family 
Below is an e-mail feeding back from cohort one from the Simcox family.  This was received on completion of a Break to 
Play. 

 

Hi Mandy, 

Just thought I would add a few extra comments about the sessions that I did not get a chance to put on the form. 

I felt the course had been very well prepared in advance with clear goals for each session - each section of the event 
was clearly set out in the emails before hand which were so useful to prepare the children and this was followed to the 
letter. the activities chosen on the whole were geared towards what children with autism of that age group would like 
but also tried to experiment and bring them out of their comfort zone and to try new things which was good. 

All the staff helping at the sessions in particular Mandy had excellent insight into ASD children and were extremely 
sympathetic and patient to their needs and went out of their way to be helpful and kind. 

The group gave the opportunity for an autistic child to experience Eureka with the guidance of the above team and get 
the most out of this very special environment. All the parents commented that up to this point Eureka visits had been very 
stressful and lacked direction and focus. each session focused on one area of the museum and the parents can use and 
copy the skills of the staff to help the children focus on the activities and really get the most out of their future visits. 

These sessions also allowed parents of ASD children to meet other parents and feel relaxed and not worried about their 
childs behaviour and feel marginalised and segregated as we often do from the rest of society. These sessions have 
been the highlight of our week and it has been so nice to have something set in the diary to look forward to that has 
structure and boundaries that the children respond to. 

Particular positive points: 

• Well organised 
• Well trained and sympathetic staff 
• Well thought out activities 
• Good selection of toys that immediately got the interest of the children  
• Very positive calm atmosphere  
• Not a crèche facility but parents were encouraged to lead the play with guidance from the helpers 
•  information packs at the end of the sessions that had been out together by Mandy were extremely useful and 

packed full of ideas for communication, social interaction and general information.  
• Lovely food Circle time became easier each week and children all started to join in which was great progress  
• Finishing with a story and a carnival was fantastic as well again learning new skills 
• Equipment available to reduce any sensory overload 

Points for improvement…. very few 

• Dim the lights in the imagination space 
• Perhaps have an alternative activity to the craft activity if possible 

This course has been great and I really cannot speak more highly of it. I imagine this is exactly the kind of project the 
Aiming High money should be used on i.e. identifying a group of vulnerable isolated children which they are and find a 
way to improve their social, physical and mental health by means of and integrated play approach. Perfect!!!! 

Really want to thank you and your team properly as we did leave rather abruptly. You and your team were very patient 
and made us so welcome which is so rare with children with ASD? 

Hope you all have a Merry Christmas and do look out for William running amok in the corridors of Eureka now we have 
our pass. 

Gemma, Mark & William 

 


